
ANONYMOUS TABLATURE
Anonymous works in tablature are grouped by tuning, and, within each tuning, by

source. As with the attributed tablature, there are many airs and dances of all types,
especially in continental sources, these being evidence of a lively international traffic
in this kind of music, throughout the seventeenth century.

Many pieces take the form, not only of virtuoso solos and duets, but also of simple
settings of psalm tunes, chorales, and popular songs. Most of these are found in the
two most common types of tuning: viol way (ffeff) and harpway sharp (defhf).

This section of the Index is the one in which chiefly fall the welcome contributions
—concordances mainly for plucked strings, and corrections of errors—of François-
Pierre Goy. Their manner of presentation is a consequence of their form on receipt,
namely, index entries related to modern editions and publications.

The principal publications are in the series Corpus des luthistes Français,
bibliographic keyword CLF. This is a national collection, grouped by composer,
including the works of French lutenists of the 16th and 17th centuries.

For example, reference in the Index to Anon No. 6016, a Gigue, leads to an
attribution to Dufaut and a number ‘158’. All further information, including that on
sources, must thereupon be sought at No. 158 in the ‘Dufaut’ volume of CLF.

Where CLF numbers are not available, other numbers are used, particularly for
Lully, for whom ‘LWV’ numbers, from Schneider’s catalogue of the works— LULLY
S—are quoted.

By rights, once an anonymous piece has been identified and attributed, its ‘Anon.’
number ought to lapse. However, that number is useful for cross-reference;
consequently it is retained as an ‘Ex-Anon’ number, as is the case with No. 6016.

The listed concordances of a piece in tablature can fall under the following
headings: (1) an exact replica, or (2) the same work in a different tuning, or (3)
someone else’s setting of the same tune. In many cases, category (3) seems
appropriate. Whereas consort concordances can be presumed to have originated from
the copying of part-books, it is conceivable that setters of tunes for recreation on the
viol, lyra way, did it out of their heads. It is thus hardly surprising that settings of a
tune, found in three or four different countries should be different, if independently set
by several people in remotely dispersed households.

The details recorded and presented here, of mainly-French plucked-string
concordances, constitute only a representative fraction of the repertoire. This is
because of the great wealth of music; pieces are known which have up to 40 settings
or concordances each. We hope that this limitation of intake will, without prejudice to
the identification of anonymous works, keep the quantity of material under control.
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‘Non-concordances’

During compilation or revision of Index data, apparent  concordances  are detected 
and recorded. After further investigation, some of these have to be cancelled because, 
for instance, similar openings lead to different continuations; the consequence may be 
that the same detection, recording and discarding take place again at a later stage.

Accordingly, to prevent the same work being done twice, the following is a list of 
some ‘non-concordances’ which were noticed during the compilation of the Sixth 
Instalment of the Index.

ANON DOES NOT CONCORD
NO. OR NAME WITH ANON OR OTHER NO. OR NAME

6005 Hotman 26.
6028 D. Gaultier, Courante ‘Cephale’.
6031 6007.
6103 Brett’s Coranto.
6171 Anything by de Visée.

6228 Hotman 36.
6248 6308.
7855 Jenkins 386, 387.
8424 Hilton: Catch, ‘Call George again’.

8451 6163, 8575, Dubuisson 74.
9697 Mesangeau CLF No. 44.

Dubuisson 12 Pinel CLF NO. 26
Dubuisson 43 Pinel CLG No. 20.
Dubuisson 55 Pinel CLF No. 59.

Holst 21 Dubut CLF No. 20.
Hotman 42 Hotman 36.
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TUNINGS
Following consultation, the opportunity has been taken to re-order the anonymous
tablature pages alphabetically. This will make pieces and tunings easier to find, but a
disadvantage is that the VdGS numberings will be out of their original sequence. It is
hoped the table below will help in recording current and future contents. The
sequences of tablature pieces for individual composers remain untouched.

1. The tuning’s number, as assigned by Traficante in LYRA T2
2. The tuning
3. Implied key, alternatives depend on the first string’s tuning
4. Some of the names of tunings found in the sources, including:

(H) Hengrave Hall MS - GB-Cu MS Hen. Dep. (1)
(I)   William Isles MS - GB-Ob MS Mus. Sch. F.575
(L)  Leycester MS - GB-CHEr MS DLT/B 31
(M) Merro MSS - GB-Ob MSS Mus. Sch. D.245-7
(B) Ballet MS - EIRE-Dtc MS D.1.21/1

5. ‘Yes’, anonymous pieces are known and listed in this tuning 
6. VdGS numbers currently allocated to the tuning

Traficante 
No.

Tuning Key Names Present in 
Anon. 
pages

VdGS Nos. 
currently
allocated

50 dedeh C ‘The tuning sent me by 
Mr Roger Lestrange 
1670’ (L)

- dedfh e Yes 8371
- defde G Yes 7701-7712
1 defhf G Harp-way sharp Yes 7001-7569
2 defhh
3 dehff C
4 dehfh C, a Yes 8351-8352
5 dfedf b/a Common tuning flat Yes 9921-9933
- dfedh b
6 dfefh
7 ededf b/c Yes 9901-9906
- ededh
8 edeff A/Bb Yes 9941-9945
9 edefh D, 

Eb
Yes 8651-8668

10 edfed Yes 9947-9948
11 edfhf g Harp-way flat Yes 7801-8059
51 edfhh
- edhfh

12 efdef A/Bb French sette, common 
tuning sharp; Banaster’s 
way (L)

Yes 9751-9841



- efdeh A/Bb

13 efdhf
14 efffe A/Bb

, f, c
The new tuning to play 
alone (H); Drews tuning 
(I)

Yes 9601-9625

15 effff
16 efffh
17 effhf Bb, 

g
Yes 9645-9668

18 efhfh A Yes 9351-9366
19 fdedf b/c Yes 9911
20 fdefh D High harp-way sharp; 

Another way by 
Bannester (L)

Yes 8401-8577

21 feded Bb, 
g

22 fedef Bb, 
g

Yes 9681-9745

23 fedfh d High harp-way flat Yes 8701-8939
24 fefde
25 fefhf F, f Leero, lyra way, 

Bandora sett
Yes 8201-8331

- fefhh Bb, 
g

26 ffcdh e
27 ffdef A Yes 6921
28 ffede A
29 ffedf A, a, 

E, c
Yes 6901-6902

30 ffeec B
31 ffefc Bb
32 ffefd
33 ffeff Violl, plain, lute way Yes 6001-6700 + more
49 ffefff
34 ffefh C,c
46 fff F Horne=pipes Yes 9951
35 fffed e Yes 6931
36 ffhfh a Alfonso Way; Alfonso 

way flat (L); ‘treble set 
one note loer’ (M)

Yes 9081-9246

37 fgdff
38 fgdfh
39 fhfcf
40 fhfde D
41 fhfed
42 fhfhe
43 fhfhf D, d Eights, Octavo way (L); Yes 9396-9481

cd



‘the to higher strings 
violl way, the rest 8ts to 
them’ (B)

44 fhfhh
47 fhn D Bag=pipes Yes 9961-9990
48 h(-)fh Bag=pipes Yes 9991
45 hfhfh Alfonso, in fifties

ce















Additions to A-defhf-3

No. 7018: other versions at 7095, 7421, 8207, 8307, 8308.
No. 7020: ‘The Kings Kettie’ in GB-En, P637 R787.1, f. 1v, seq. (3)
No. 7022: ‘Mackbeth’ in GB-En, P637 R787.1, f. 2r, seq. (5)

November 2008 A-defhf-3a
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